Standard optical phase-metrology fringe-patterns are digitized with XxY pixels and 8 bits/pixel (or higher) gray-levels. The digitized 8 bits/pixel are raw-data bits, not Shannon information bits. Here we show that noisy digital fringe-patterns store much lower amount of Shannon information than the capacity of the digitizing camera. This means that high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) cameras may waste to noise most bits/pixel. On the other hand, one would hardly use smartphone cameras for quality phase-metrology, because of their lower (S/N) images. However smartphones digitize high-resolution (12 megapixel) images. In communications theory, the standard formalism for measuring information are the Shannonentropy H, and Shannon capacity theorem (SCT). According to SCT, low (S/N) may be compensated with large fringe-bandwidth to obtain high-precision phase measurements. So large bandwidth fringes may be used for quality phase-measurements, in spite of low (S/N). Most natural video images are highly redundant because they usually have large smooth zones where the pixel-value do not change much. So data compression algorithms for image and video transmission and storage are paramount. Shannon's capacity is used to gauge competing compression algorithms. We also use Kolmogorov's entropy theorem, to show that a sequence of phase-shifted fringes, store low amounts of information because they are highly correlated. We also show that phase-shifting algorithms (PSAs) may be regarded as efficient fringe-data compression algorithms. Therefore a large number of phase-shifted fringes may be packed into a single complex-valued image. This is very important in spaceborne optical/RADAR phase-telemetry where downlink is severely limited by huge distance and low-power radio transmission.. 22-08-2017 Centro de Investigaciones en Optica A. C.
Introduction
Optical phase-metrology has productively incorporated well known results from digital signal processing, stochastic processes and telecommunications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In particular, we have applied the frequency transfer function (FTF) paradigm to the theory of phase-shifting algorithms (PSAs) [3] . The FTF is now widely used in phase-shifting algorithm (PSA) theory to investigate their signal-to-noise-ratio (S/N), their harmonic and detuning robustness [3] . Also stochastic processes theory applied to linear system has been used to phase-metrology algorithms to study the signal-to-noise-ratio (S/N) of the phase demodulation processes [1, 3, 4, 5] . By plotting the absolute value of the FTF associated to a PSA one may gauge graphically its measuring noise, detuning and harmonic rejection [3] .
Shannon information theory has not been applied to wavefront phase-metrology [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Many scientific and engineering disciplines, including optics, use information theory to draw conclusions about their systems [9, 10] . Shannon built on Nyquist [7] and Hartley [8] to develop a general theory for reliable information transmission/storage over noisy channels [6] . Nowadays this is simply known as Shannon information theory [4, 10] . Here we use Shannon information theory to quantify the information storage of fringe-patterns and fringedata compression by phase-shifting algorithms (PSAs) [1] [2] [3] .
In digital phase-metrology one wrongly equals the amount of raw fringe data-bits with information. One normally think that a fringe-image with XxY pixel, and 8 bit/pixel, has 8(XxY) bits of information; however this are raw-data bits, not Shannon information bits. We show that noisy fringe patterns have much lower Shannon information than the capacity of their digitizing cameras. Quantify the Shannon information of fringe-images is important for telemetric optical-metrology to compress data transmission. For example, a spaceborne interferometer may take real-time fringe-images and send them to earth for analysis.
On the other hand, one usually buys costly, high (S/N) 12-bits/pixel CCD-cameras to digitize phase-modulated fringes for precision phase-metrology. However noisy fringeimages contains only a fraction of the information capacity of the CCD cameras. Most bits/pixel information are wasted to speckle/electronic noise; for example an electronic speckle interferometry (ESPI) fringe-image, probably waste 7 out of 12 bits/pixel to noise. So a much cheaper, high resolution, low (S/N) camera, may be enough for ESPI metrology. Here we show that poor (S/N) fringe-images may be easily compensated by large bandwidth B fringes. For example, low (S/N) smartphone cameras, compensate this with high resolution images. The SCT allows us to think seriously about low (S/N), high resolution, massproduced smartphone cameras for high-quality wave phase-metrology.
Mathematical theory of communication
Here we outline two important contributions on the mathematical theory of information by Claude E. Shannon, which are: information-source entropy and communication channelcapacity [6] . Figure 1 . shows the Shannon's abstraction of a telecommunication process [6] . The information source (the message) may be continuous speech, video or discrete-data [4] . The message may then be phase-modulated, digitally encoded/compressed and finally radiotransmitted. The radio signal then propagate towards a receiver. The communication channel is assumed bandlimited and noisy. The received signal is then decoded to obtain a reliable estimation of the original message. Signal decoding may consist on phase-demodulation, decompressing and error correction-algorithms [4] . We finally produce a recovered estimated signal which is a reliable copy the original message. In 1949 Claude Shannon mathematically proved the channel information capacity needed for transmitting a message over a memoryless noisy-channel with negligible information degradation [6] . In this abstraction process, Shannon introduced the formulas for informationentropy and capacity (the SCT) for reliable transmission over a noisy additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel [6] .
Shannon information entropy of a discrete information source
Shannon information theory is the standard formalism to estimate the information of signals in binary-digits or bits [6] . Shannon information entropy H of a discrete message consisting of a large sequence ( )
In the average, a large data-sequence drawn from { } k x have an entropy of H bits/symbol. If these symbols { } k x are transmitted at a rate of r symbols/second, the information-rate is,
The prototypical example of a discrete source is the English language where the data are { , , ,..., } A B C Z , with ( ) ...
.., ( )} p A p Z are the probability of occurrence of a single letter in a text, then H=
Shannon capacity theorem (SCT) for a bandlimited AWGN-channel
The message ( )
Where a<1.0 is the channel attenuation. Shannon proved that the information that a bandlimited AWGN-channel (Eq. (3), Fig. 1 . second
Where B is in cycles/seconds; S the received signal-power, N the noise-power, and  E  the ensemble expectation value. This is the famous SCT for bandlimited, AWGN-channel [4] [5] [6] [10] [11] . The relation between the source information-rate R and channel capacity C for reliable communication is,
.
Therefore in order to transmit reliably through a AWGN-channel the information-rate R must be below C. For example, for an AWGN telephone line with 3kHz B  and (S/N)=10 3 , has a capacity of 3 2 3000 log (1 10 ) C   30,000  bits/second. The SCT also tell us that we can interchange (S/N) with signal bandwidth B while keeping the channel capacity C constant, as Table 1 shows, Table 1 
. Channel capacity C=log2[1+(S/N)] trade-off between (S/N) and bandwidth B
Channel capacity C (bits/sec) Signal bandwidth B (Hz). Signal-to-noise-ratio (S/N) 30,000 1,500 1,100,000 30,000 3,000 1,000 30,000 6,000 31 30,000 9,000 9 30,000 12,000 5
As Table 1 shows, to keep C constant, B increases linearly while (S/N) decreases exponentially. That is, for low (S/N)<<1.0, one may keep C constant by increasing B, and still have reliable communication; this is why spread-spectrum communication is so robust against thermal-noise, radio-jamming and low-power spacecraft communications [4] .
Shannon's capacity is a mathematical existence theorem
Finally keep in mind that Shannon capacity theorem (SCT) is a theoretical upper-bound limit for reliable classical communication/storage of information independently of any actual engineering apparatus. The SCT as existence theorem, says nothing on how to implement it physically or algorithmically. That is, the SCT is a mathematical abstraction disembodied of any implementation, such as Einstein's E=mc 2 is not a receipt for building a nuclear reactor.
In fact the SCT may be seen as a sphere-packing theorem in a K-dimensional Euclidian space [6, 10, 12] . In other words, no matter how advanced (non-quantum) digital-modem one may built, it cannot reliably transmit more classical information than C. This is like trying to obtain more energy than E=mc 2 from a rest mass, or trying to build a perpetual moving machine bypassing the second law of thermodynamics. Modern digital communication modems using efficient block error-correcting codes approaches the SCT limit, i.e. R C  .
Shannon information of noisy fringe-patterns
Many signals that we communicate/store are continuous such as voice, video, or telemetry, where discrete-density entropy H cannot be used. The source information-rate R=R(H,r) and channel-capacity C=C(B,S,N) are measured in bits/second, however they use different parameters [6] . The entropy H, the rate r, and signal-power S are parameters of the information-source [6] . On the other hand, the bandwidth B, and AWGN-power N are parameters of the communication channel [6, 4, 10] . To estimate the source information-rate of a continuous-signal, one would need a continuous-density entropy. However a continuousdensity entropy is not always well-defined [10] . In contrast, the bandwidth, the power, and the noise of a continuous-source are well-defined. So it is better to have an information-rate formula for continuous-signals based on its bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio, rather than based on its continuous-density entropy [10, 11] . Fortunately mathematician Andrei Kolmogorov did just that in 1956 [11] . Kolmogorov proposed a non-probabilistic, entropyrate for continuous information sources, the entropy   [11, 12] . In other words, Kolmogorov entropy   do not depends on the estimation of a continuous-density entropy which has some theoretical problems [10, 11] .
In wave phase-metrology the message is the continuous-field which phase-modulate the fringes; it could be a wavefront ( , ) W x y from a testing optical-surface, or a solid ( , ) z h x y  in fringe-projection profilometry [1, 2] . The continuous fringe-pattern is,
Where ( , ) a x y , ( , ) b x y are smooth functions, and  the illumination wavelength. The probability density ( ) p I of these fringes is continuous. Shannon defined the differential entropy H(X) of a continuous random variable X with density p(x) as [6, 10] ,
As in every example involving an integral, or even a density, we should include the statement if it exist. It is easy to construct examples of random variables for which a density function does not exist or for which the above integral does not exist [10] . Instead of trying to estimate a continuous-density entropy H(X) of a noiseless fringe-image, we use the deterministic Kolmogorov " entropy   ". In 1956 Kolmogorov wrote: According to the proper meaning of the word, the entropy of a signal with a continuous distribution is always infinite. If the continuous signals can, nevertheless, serve to transmit finite information, then it is only because they are always observed with bounded accuracy. Consequently, it is natural to define the appropriate " entropy   " ( ) H   of the object  by giving the accuracy of observation  . Shannon did this under the designation "rate of creating information with respect to a fidelity criterion" [11] . In our notation, the noiseless object is 
Being SNR K the Kolmogorov signal-to-noise ratio of ( , ) I x y , given by, 
The information-rate is infinite ( ) H I    for noiseless fringes, and zero ( ) 0 H I   for infinite noise fringes; regardless of B I . One might think also that a constant-signal would hold little information; however if that signal is coded into a large number with 1x10 8 significant digits (above the noise n ), then one may encode a large amount of information within that single number.
Shannon capacity C (Eq. (3)) and Kolmogorov entropy-rate ( ) H I  (Eq. (7)) look identical, just substituting (S/N) for SNR K . However in Shannon's capacity N is a Gaussian stochastic processes [6] , while the observation accuracy  , in ( ) H I  [11] , is a deterministic signal [11, 12] . This seems as an irrelevant theoretical nuance, but it has however practical consequences [6, 10, 11, 12] . Lim and Franceschetti proved that C and ( ) H I  , are indeed "identical" under appropriate mathematical conditions [12] .
Simulated Shannon information storage of fringe-images
Here we give two simple, but illustrative examples, of noisy fringe information storage. We use low resolution fringes (200x200pixel) to show the fringes at their Nyquist sampling rate of B I =0.5 fringes/pixel. Figure 3 shows three 200x200-pixel, computer-generated noisy fringes phase-modulated by defocus and increasing n(x,y). We then decrease the SNR K , until reaching ( ) H I  =0.5-bits/pixel. Figure 3 and Fig. 4 show the interplay between B I and SNR K stated by ( ) H I  . Figure 4 shows a similar sequence of fringes but with reduced bandwidth B I =0.125 fringes/pixel. In Fig. 4 the maximum fringefrequency is one fourth of the Nyquist rate: B I =0.25(0.5)=0.125 fringes/pixel, therefore the average information-rate ( ) H I  is reduced one fourth with respect to Fig. 3 for the same SNR k . Fig. 4 . Average information-rate of fringe-images with BI=0.125 fringes/pixel. The 2-bit/pixel fringes have SNRK=70,000 (about 8-bits quantizing noise). The noisier fringes have 0.2 bits/pixel (SNRK=2.03). The reduced spectrum of the noisier fringes is at far right.
The information-rate ( ) H I  is reduced by decreasing the SNR k until the noisier fringes at the far-right of with 0.2-bit/pixel is obtained. Finally the spectrum of the noisiest-fringes with 0.2 bits/pixel is shown at the far right.
Remember that we are finding the lowest possible information-rate ( ) H I  for noisy fringes. We are nevertheless silent, about an actual algorithm to achieve this low informationrate. Kolmogorov's ( ) H I  tell us nothing about how to program a compressing algorithm to reach this information-rate lower bound. 
Shannon information storage of experimental fringes
Where ( , ) h x y is the object being digitized; p the period of the projected fringes and  is the sensitivity angle between the projector and the (8 bits/pixel) CCD-camera [1] . u v NR  . Fig. 6 . Fourier spectrum corresponding to the fringes and noise (512x640 pixels). Figure 7 shows the Fourier spectrum of the profilometry fringes and the Fourier spectrum of the background-image; both images defined in Eq. (14). Figure 8 shows the spatial filters to keep just the signal-lobes spectra within the region ( , ) u v SN  . Fig. 7 . Fourier filtered fringe-lobes (BI=0.11), and high-pass filtered noise.
Next we show the demodulated phase obtained by taken the right lobe of the signal-plus-noise region ( , ) u v SN  in Fig. 8 . This was made just to be sure that we have included all the signal-bandwidth. This is shown in Fig. 9 , Fig. 8 . The fringe-pattern and its wrapped demodulated phase (512x640 pixels). At the fringe self-occluding shadow the fringe-amplitude drops and the wrapped phase becomes noisier.
We then find the density noise-power within the noise-only region ( , ) u v NR  as,
We then assume that the noise-density within ( , ) u v SN  is also  (Eq. (15)). Finding (S/N) as,
We finally estimate the information-rate (with B I =0.11, Fig. 7 ) of this fringe-pattern as,
The average bandwidth B I (see Fig. 8 ) of the fringes may be estimated by looking at the spectrum the fringes ( , ) { ( , )} I u v F I x y  . This profilometry fringe-image has in the average 0.41 bits/pixel, 17.4-times less information than our CCD-camera (8 bits/pixel) capacity. The information storage of most fringe patterns is well below the capacity of the digitizing CCDcamera. This means that if we want to transmit/store fringe-images one may effectively use compression algorithms.
Real-life versus fringe-pattern images data compression
Real life images are highly redundant; have low information entropy. A real life photograph usually have smooth image regions, along with sparse noisy-like regions with detailed image features. Data compression algorithms may use local space-frequency wavelets expansion to reduce redundancy [13] . Image compression algorithms are broadly classified as lossy and lossless. In lossy compression the encoding/decoding algorithm decompress the original image not 100% accurately. However, subjective quality perception may tolerate large compression ratios without subjective degradation [10] . In lossless algorithms, decompressed images remains 100% accurate to the original. Therefore the most compressible images are usually smooth piece-wise continuous. On the other hand, one cannot compress a purelyrandom image, if we want to preserve exactly every pixel value; a noise-like image is not compressible. Common image storage formats are: 8-bits/pixel Bit Maps (BMP); Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG); 8-bits/pixel Graphic Interchange Format (GIF); Tagged Image File Format (TIFF), and Portable Network-Graphics (PNG). These file formats have been designed to store artistic graphics or real-life photographs. These formats store noisy fringe-patterns as images containing more "information" than noiseless fringes. The noise is interpreted as fine image-details that the user wants to "preserve". On the contrary, noiseless fringes occupy less storage bytes; they are interpreted as smoother images. Therefore for GIF, TIFF, JPEG and PNG, the fringe-noise is wrongly interpreted as fineimage details that must be preserved. Therefore the useless fringe-noise is stored as valuable image information. Figure 9 shows the 200x200 pixel fringe-image of Fig. 5 , with 0.2 bits/pixel average information; giving a total of 200x200(pixels) times 0.2-bits/pixel, or 8Kbits of information. We have generated this noisy fringes with floating point arithmetic. Then we have pasted it into (Windows-7) Microsoft Paint and stored as: 8-bits/pixel BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG and TIF format files; Fig. 9 shows the resulting file sizes. These file formats are designed to compress real-life images for good subjective visual perception, not phasemodulated fringes. Phase-fringes have more structure (even an analytic model) than real-life images. So in the average, fringes are more redundant and more compressible. Therefore, these file formats are not suitable for efficient transmission or storage of noisy fringes; they were simply not designed for that purpose.
Fringe-data compression by phase-shifting algorithms (PSAs)
Another useful application of ( ) H A  is to estimate the information storage of M phaseshifted fringe-patterns. In space optical/RADAR phase-metrology one may digitize M phaseshifted fringes at the spacecraft (see Fig. 10 ). Then, one may downlink these M fringes sequentially, and phase-demodulate them at the receiver. Or we may use a PSA to phasedemodulated them at the spacecraft, and downlink just the analytic-signal image. A PSA may also be regarded as a compressive-sensing algorithm, where we are "sensing" complex-valued wave-data [13] . So PSA compression of phase-shifted fringes is paramount in remote phasemetrology where communications are limited due to large distances and few watts for radio transmission. To quantify the increase of information-rate by phase-shifting algorithms (PSAs), consider a sequence of M phase-shifted noisy interferograms, For example with SNR 1 K  one would need M=3 phase-shifted fringes to double the information-rate of ( , ) i x y Ae  . In contrast for SNR 20 K  , one may compress M=22 phaseshifted fringes to double the information-rate of ( , ) i x y Ae  . An example of this is shown in Fig.  12 and Fig. 13 (for M=12) . The 12 phase-shifted fringes were phase-demodulated using the least-squares PSA and the resulting real and imaginary fringes of the complex analytic signal are shown in Fig. 12 , Fig. 13 . Real and imaginary parts of the phase-demodulated signal from the 12 noisy phaseshifted fringes in Fig. 12 . The information-rate has increased about twice, from 0.4bits/pixel to 0.82bits/pixel (BI=0.12fringes/pixel, SNRK=97.5, M=12).
In brief, PSA regarded as fringe-image compressor, packs into an analytic-signal ( , ) i x y
